
Future Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I suppose you ________________ if she's pretty next!1. (ask)'ll be asking

Even then I remembered my one-time decision to run away from the duel
with Forister; but we _______________________ of that now.
2.

(not/think)will not be thinking

Like enough, by a hundred years are over, they _________________ at
Roman sugar-sticks as the Scarlet Woman holds them out, and thinking that
she is very fair and fine-spoken, and why shouldn't they have a few sweets?

3.

(look)

'll be looking

You _________________ long after we reach Georgia.4. (snore)'ll be snoring

Lucy Kemp-Welch's New Forest ponies are ponies, but I do not suppose
that they ___________________ in the next century; they do not balance
even the work of Furse.

5.

(trot)
will be trotting

I presume you ____________________ home this afternoon.6. (return)will be returning

Because of your father you are more to me than a sister, Flamby, and if
you will consent to my treating you as one you _____________________ an
act of charity above price.

7.

(perform)
will be performing

Anyway, now that I've told you, you _________________ back to Willata's
Fleet, whatever you do.
8.

(not/go)
won't be going

If there is, you may expect that that particular trap __________________
the next time you come that way.
9.

(miss)
will be missing

They _________________ for me in the hall.10. (wait)'ll be waiting

If we had something to eat I shouldn't mind a bit, except that mother
__________________ anxious about us.
11.

(get)will be getting

We _________________ an eye on these people, but we have no
grounds for any action.
12.

(keep)
'll be keeping

I think, as your great philosopher said, it _________________ too dear for
the whistle.
13.

(pay)
will be paying
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You _________________ us into the buoy.14. (run)'ll be running

She knows what I'm talking about, and you don't; but you
__________________ her next, I expect.
15.

(teach)'ll be teaching

By the time I get to the vee-kraal it ___________________-in time.16.
(count)

will be counting

I doubt, it ________________ to the concentration of all the forces that
are opposed to our present institutions, and the divisions, jealousies,
rivalships, and consequent weakness of all those who ought to defend them.

17.

(owe)

will be owing

In the snow, to be sure, the unwearied and persevering hound will
overtake him; but let him beware of his horns, or he _________________
head over heels in the air in a twinkling.

18.

(fly)
will be flying

It's only a matter of time when the old man __________________ on a
hot stove, if you've got any sand in your crops.
19.

(dance)
will be dancing

They ____________________ what has become of us.20. (wonder)will be wondering
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